
 

We hope that you have had a great half term enjoying the wonderful sunshine. Our topics are 

Italy and Light. The new PE days are Monday and Tuesday. 

Spellings – words handed out on a Monday and tested the following Monday. The books must 

be in school on a Monday. 

 

Reading at home is extremely important. Books need to be in school every day.   

 

Homework – Handed out on a Thursday and returned on a Tuesday. 

 

Thank you very much for the support that you provide your child at home. If you have any 

concerns that we need to know about, we are always available before or after school.  

Mrs Price   and   Mrs Batchelor  

Science 

 
Light and Dark 
We will be finding the answers to these questions during our lessons. 

What provides us with light?  Why is it dark?  Which material is the most 

reflective?   Which materials make the best shadows?  How does the size of the 

shadow change as the light source moves?  How can I stay safe in the Sun? 

Geography What is Italy like as a country to live in? 
We will be learning about the physical features of Italy, where it is in the world 

and who are its neighbours, plus investigation the major cities of seven of the 

different regions, learning about Bologna and what life is like for children in Italy. 

Is it similar or different to ours? 

DT Designing and making our own pizzas. 

English Persuasive writing leading to a persuasive report about why you should visit 

Bologna. 

Group information posters about seven of the major cities in Italy. 

No Nonsense spelling and phonics lessons 

Handwriting 

Maths Times Tables 

Continuing to learn and remember the 2,5,10,3,4 and 8 times tables  

Using formal methods of multiplication and division 

Money – counting, converting between pounds and pence, plus addition and 

subtraction 

Fractions – finding fractions of an amount, tenths and relating that to decimals 

Quick Maths 

Games and 

Dance 

Tennis on a Monday with James Jefferies 

Gymnastics on a Tuesday starting on 22nd March 

Religious 

Studies 

 

Music  

ICT Using Scratch to make a route through a maze. 

 

CPSHE Rights and Responsibilities – Who are our helpers? What are our responsibilities? 

Can we afford it? 

School Value - Thankfulness 

 



 


